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Hash Sheet
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May the 4th , 2015

Gather Around!
Visitor- Just Alice (Cunt Chunkulas Mother)
Returnees: Twiggy, Cock Work Orange, Rock My Weiner Schnitzel , Major Wanker
Hare: Drag Queen and D-Cup D.U.I
Occasion: Star Wars Day – May the Forth Be With You
Location: Alba Black Holes, Alba
Headcount: 29?

Trail: There are ups and Downs! Plenty of sand with flour layed on it. Checks with
have Star Wars Questions on them. The correct answer will point you in the right
direction and the wrong answer will send you on a false trail.

Circle Up!
Critique: Queen Latifa
Description: It was a nice run.. pretty long.. and there is food!
Score: 7/10

Down Downs
Today, a long long time ago in a galaxy far far away, there were 3 teenagers and a
couple of robots who decided to destroy the death star. All Jedis in the circle!

Darth Vader in the circle because if he’s not in there, he will darth choke you!
All Irish in the circle, because the luck of the Irish goes as far as a four leaf clover.
If it has to do with a car, the Irish are fucked. Text 4 Fun crashed into the Muppets
on the way to the hash and blamed it on her daughter who was at home sleeping.
Twiggy gets a down down because she complained about not having any soft
drinks.. She doesn’t have the right to complain when there is free beer!

Accusations
Tentpole likes tits.. and squeezing them. And that’s exactly what he did to STTI’s
backside boobs! He just cant keep his hands to himself.
Curved Balls called out Tarbitrator and Naval Vessel for playing Horseshoe with a
bottle of water and a few glow in the dark rings.
Wanker of the Week: The Referee
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